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In January 2011, Munich Re, one of the leading global
reinsurers, said: "The high number of weather-related natural
catastrophes and record temperatures both globally and in
different regions of the world provide further indications of
advancing climate change."

In this survey, for which we interviewed more than 600
professionals worldwide, we outline ideas that can be
implemented in every organisation, regardless of the
maturity of its green supply chain.
The 2008 survey found that the environmental regulations
adopted in Europe (Registration, Evaluation and Authorisation
of Chemicals (REACH), Waste Electrical and Electronic
Equipment Directive (WEEE), Restriction of the Use of Certain
Hazardous Substances in Electrical and Electronic Equipment
(RoHS), European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS))
had created a profound sense of urgency. Companies had
trouble defining their green priorities and how to handle the
necessary actions.

According to the reinsurer, 2010 has experienced the secondhighest number of natural catastrophes since 1980, with
total economic costs of US$130bn. It seems that it is now
definitely the time to move from green awareness to green
action.
In 2008, BearingPoint delivered its first green supply chain
survey (in collaboration with ESCP-EAP and Supply Chain
magazine). The research found that environmental actions
undertaken by European firms were mostly driven by the
need to comply with environmental regulations.

In 2010, we found companies’ priorities had changed (see
figures 1 and 2). The emergence of Sustainable Development
departments in companies, and the greater emphasis placed
on environmental issues by executive management, has
enabled a better understanding of regulation mechanisms
and their consequences.

In this 2010 monitor we explore companies’ green supply
chain practices in Europe in order to identify the significant
improvements in the most representative industries.
The results show that executive management is increasingly
interested in developing products with a low environmental
impact.

The two main reasons for launching green actions are to
improve brand image and gain executive sponsorship. The
support of companies’ managing committees significantly
facilitates and often guarantees the funding and
implementation of ‘green projects’.

"The two main reasons for launching green actions are to
improve brand image and gain executive sponsorship"

Companies’ increased motivation to improve practices shows
that they are becoming more mature about green issues.
Two thirds of companies have intensified their green actions
over the past three years.

European companies now see that green supply chain can
create value for their activities in the long term. However,
they need to move on from the classic customer-supplier
relationship model and to think about new internal and
external collaborative forms.

Successful implementation of green practices requires careful
management of the risks they can present. For instance,
in Retail, the environmental impact of the large players’
suppliers accounts for 95% of companies’ total impact. They
therefore ought to manage their exposure to specific risks.
Risks can be linked to brand image (for example, atmospheric

Classic supply chain strategies focus on cost, time-efficient
movement and coordination of goods and services from
upstream suppliers to downstream consumers. For
sustainable leaders, these strategies are not enough. They
expect to extend their strategy by involving suppliers in
emerging economies, but also their suppliers’ suppliers and
in tiers beyond that.
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Environmental regulations
Brand image improvement
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FIGURES 1 AND 2 MOTIVATIONS TO IMPLEMENT GREEN ACTIONS,
(SOURCE BEARINGPOINT, GREEN SUPPLY CHAIN MONITOR, 2010-2011)

discharges due to bitumen sand extraction, deforestation for
palm oil tree plantations), compliance issues with European
laws (such as REACH or RoHS) or customers’ health and
potential penalties.

Environmental commitment planned for the long haul
Companies that chose to implement a green supply chain
invest and commit to it for the long haul: for instance, 70%
of companies who already measure their carbon footprint
evaluate it at least yearly.

NEW DIRECTIONS FOR THE GREEN SUPPLY CHAIN

Green actions also seem able to weather the storm created
by the recent economic crisis. Two thirds (66%) of companies
declare that the crisis did not have a braking effect on
planned and ongoing environmental initiatives: in fact, they
accelerated most of them.

Convergence of economical and environmental interests
More than one third of the companies interviewed declare
that they are ready to start up environmental actions in spite
of their low present profitability, provided they create value
in the medium term.

Ecology as a performance indicator for the supply chain
In order to assess environmental actions in the supply chain,
companies must introduce green key indicators and metrics.
Key performance indicators (KPIs), such as the share of
recycled packaging material, or the share of trucks better
than Euro-class 4, come into consideration. The measure
of performance is essential to gain the trust of executive
committees and to meet regulations. More than half of
European companies have adopted this approach in their
corporate relationships. Scandinavian companies led the
way, as 77% of them already use ‘green criteria’.

Companies now see a convergence of economic and
environmental interests for their supply chain. Most (70%)
believe green supply chain is a true economic lever and a
source of easily measurable profits (56%). For 47% of the
companies, the return on investment is reached before three
years.
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OPERATIONAL TRENDS

Carbon footprint: Measurement as a prerequisite for the
optimisation

Eco-design: a ‘must’ for the development of activities

Defining a baseline by measuring an initial carbon footprint is
the prerequisite for setting up realistic reduction goals. Four
fifths (80%) of the companies who measured their carbon
footprint identified immediate improvement initiatives, such
as reducing resources consumption and getting rid of waste.

“80% of the environmental impact of a product is determined
during its design,” according to the German Environment
Agency. At BearingPoint, we believe this percentage is
under-evaluated. Anticipating the environmental footprint
of a product from the very start of its development (the ecodesign approach) is becoming more and more important.

Beyond action, communication
Communicating the environmental improvements made for
the ‘last mile’ makes good sense for a logistics contractor.

Although few of the interviewed companies claim to
have taken the path of eco-design, the results are very
encouraging for those that did, as the main objectives they
had when beginning are generally reached: compliance with
laws, improving brand image, meeting the final customer’s
requirements or optimising recycling capability.

"...it is possible to address both business objectives and
environmental needs with sustainable development"
Showing that your company cares about the environment,
through the products you use, or through your choice of
components, suppliers, packaging, distribution network,
and so on, has become an asset… and will most certainly be
a survival need tomorrow!

Procurement: the ‘green requirements’ in sustainable
procurement
Beyond the requirements that Procurement departments
have traditionally been promoting over the years, such as
respecting work conditions and non-discrimination, there are
new issues about reinforcing environmental requirements to
suppliers. According to the survey, two thirds of companies
adopted, or plan to adopt, a ‘green’ policy for their
purchases. This approach enables better compliance with
existing norms (such as REACH), improved brand image and
better ranking by non-financial rating organisations.

GREEN SUPPLY CHAIN STRATEGY AND MODELS
The European Union has stated that a number of
unsustainable trends require urgent action. For instance,
significant additional efforts are needed to curb and adapt
to climate change, to decrease high-energy consumption
in the transport sector and to reverse the current loss of
biodiversity and natural resources.

Companies also encourage suppliers who consume fewer
raw materials, control emissions and pollution levels, and
who track their materials accurately. Companies also tend
to select products made out of a large proportion of recycled
and recyclable materials, and which are stamped by reliable
eco-labels.

From sustainable development to the green supply chain
We define sustainable development as: “the development
that meets the needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”.

Logistics: classic optimisation approaches, source of ‘green’
quick wins

Sustainable development policy has a bearing — either
direct or indirect — on the supply chain and a company’s
environmental impact. Consequently, supply chain has a
key role to play in terms of protecting and preserving the
environment.

In the past, classic optimisation was driven by costs and
lead time. Nowadays, a third dimension appears: the
environmental impact. There are various ways to optimise
processes and technical improvements: every company can
launch ways to reduce its environmental impact.

What is green supply chain?
Green supply chain is about minimising the environmental
impact of a product throughout its lifecycle.

Lean manufacturing at the time of green supply chain
In the 1980s, cost cutting focused on reducing all kinds of
waste and through the use of the minimum resources: the
expected result was operational efficiency. Nowadays, cutting
costs and maximising efficiency remain unchanged, but are
now promoted inside the company as an environmental
necessity as well as financially important.

As early as the design phase, environment impact will
be determined by the functional integration of all the
components to the product lifecycle:
• Sustainable sourcing, by the choice of raw materials by
type and region to come from
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Logistics

Manufacturing

Second life logistics
and operations

Eco-design

Sourcing
and purchasing

DELIMITING THE GREEN SUPPLY CHAIN
(SOURCE BEARINGPOINT, GREEN SUPPLY CHAIN MONITOR, 2010-2011)

• Green manufacturing, including energy consumption and
the use of technology and techniques to reduce waste

About two thirds of the sample consider green supply chain
as a strategic priority now or in the short term. The same
proportion has intensified their green supply chain offering
over the past three years.

• Green logistics, through combined and alternative transport
means, and with optimised reverse logistics

Scandinavia countries are the undisputed leaders in green
supply chain initiatives. In fact, 90% of the Scandinavian
companies surveyed consider it as a strategic priority, as
opposed to just 57% of French companies and 59% of GSA
(Germany, Switzerland and Austria) companies.

• Second life logistics and operations, recycling and giving
value to the used product and its components.
Green supply chain covers all the phases of a product’s
lifecycle, from the design, the extraction of raw materials and
production and distribution phases, to the use of products
by consumers and their disposal at the end of the product’s
lifecycle (reconditioning, reuse, recycling). BearingPoint has
coined the term ‘second life logistics’ to characterise these
concepts.

Companies are now convinced it is possible to address
both business objectives and environmental needs with
sustainable development. It has therefore become more
integrated into business thinking and decision processes.

1%
7%
14%
12%
10%

57%

13%

Yes, it is currently a strategic priority
No, but it will in the short term (1-3 years)
No, but it will in the medium term (3-5 years)
No, but it will in the long term (more than 5 years)
No opinion

20%
65%
1%

IS GREEN SUPPLY CHAIN A STRATEGIC PRIORITY IN YOUR
ORGANISATION?

Intensifed
Reduced
Stabilised
No action implement
No opinion

OVER THE PAST 3 YEARS, HAS YOUR ORGANISATION INTENSIFIED,
REDUCED OR STABILISED YOUR EFFORTS IN GREEN SUPPLY CHAIN?

(SOURCE BEARINGPOINT, GREEN SUPPLY CHAIN MONITOR, 2010-2011)
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The green supply chain model

‘from cradle to grave’, from their manufacturing to end of
warranty. With this new challenge, risk management has
to be deeply ingrained in the governance of any strategic
department of the company.

This chart (below) shows our own representation of a green
supply chain model. Many facts trigger initiatives at the
company. Triggers can be external, such as brand image or
customer demand, or internal, such as cost reduction and
employee motivation.
Once these triggers have an impact inside the company,
they will soon be on the corporate agenda. C-levels need to
validate the business case for green initiatives and ensure
that objectives are fully aligned with a company’s strategy.

External brand image is driven by the final consumer, opinion
leaders and shareholders. Companies’ motivations are also
driven by increased scrutiny from various organisations
which provide ratings or opinion. For example:
• Rating agencies such as SAM, VIGEO, INNOVEST and so on
provide an overall assessment of a firm’s performance in
the sustainability field.

When C-levels have validated that a green initiative can
be launched, there are two main categories of action:
optimisation and redesign.

• ‘Green’ stock exchange indexes flourish in the financial
landscape, such as DJSI, DJSI Europe, FTSE4GOOD, Domini
400 Social Index and so on.

Practically, the motivations for implementing green actions
are about mastering risks and having the best external and
internal brand image.

A company with a good rating can appeal to social
responsibility investment funds, as such funds value the
environmental friendliness of supply chain operations.

Increased media exposure and stakeholder attention force
companies to get into the habit of managing risks in a more
holistic way. This means a company will see its products

•
Multiple sector specific initiatives (such as Oil & Gas,
Cement, Textile and Banking) have defined frameworks
and ratings to define what a sustainable company.

Reduce the environmental carbon footprint
Supply Chain operations

Consumer usage

Green
logistics

Eco-design
Second life
logistics and
operations

Sustainable
purchasing

Redesign

Optimisation

Green
manufacturing

C-Level strategy and tactical guidelines

Brand image

Cost reduction

Customer demand

External pressure
Regulation (lobbies, competitors)

THE GREEN SUPPLY CHAIN MODEL
(SOURCE BEARINGPOINT, GREEN SUPPLY CHAIN MONITOR, 2010-2011)
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• Eco-labels greatly influence how manufactured goods are
perceived. Eco-labels now exist in every industry sector:
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) and Programme for the
Endorsement of Forest Certification Schemes (PEFC) for
wood, Global Organic Textile Standard (GOTS) or Oeko-Tex
for textiles, Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) and the
various organic schemes for foods… we all are surrounded
by dozens of eco-labels. The main thing is to adopt the one
label that is really valuable for your market share, because
being certified has a cost, especially for small and medium
companies. On the other hand, we know that Purchasing
departments feel much more secure when suppliers do
have these certifications.

tightly with the Sustainable Development department,
or they ask for a ‘green watch unit’ inside these new
departments.
For the 2008 study, Sustainable Development departments
were 7% of the respondents, whereas in 2010, they represent
42%. They are now increasingly responsible for coordinating
green initiatives in companies.

The C-level influence
C-level influence is a key element to push green
initiatives forward. Sustainability is a hot topic in terms of
entrepreneurship and long-term thinking and acting. A good
example is a German household manufacturer which we
talked to: since 1990, all its managers have green KPIs in
their score card.
To ensure that all governance aspects are fully addressed,
either the C-level asks the Governance department to work

Sustainable Development Dpt

7%

Sustainable Development Dpt

Supply Chain Dpt

42%

Operations Dpt
Quality Dpt

Supply Chain Dpt

14%
4%

18%

Operations Dpt

9%

Quality Dpt

8%

Purchase Dpt

8%

Purchase Dpt

C-level

7%

C-level

Other

40%

5%
4%

Other

18%

2008

15%

2010

SUPPLY CHAIN MONITOR RESPONDENTS
(SOURCE BEARINGPOINT, SUPPLY CHAIN MONITOR, 2008-2010)
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The 2010 study enhances a maturity matrix that we designed
in 2008. This matrix has five criteria:
• Awareness of potential benefits & motivation deals with
people motivation and leadership engagement for turning
green initiatives into reality.

Optimisation vs. redesign
Optimisation and redesign can be done beside the green
supply chain. To better understand this, let us consider a
company that intends to change its obsolete heating system.
A type of optimisation can be to change the company’s
actual boiler to a brand new boiler with latest technology.

• Eco-design describes how the company is engaged in ecodesign, and how deeply this engagement is linked to supply
chain functions.

Redesign can be to change the boiler system to geothermal
installation. In the best case, we can produce extra energy,
sell it on, and as a consequence, modify the company’s
position in terms of its energy dependency.

• Dedicated function & link with other functions deals with
the dedicated function to manage green initiatives and the
business integration between this function and all other
functions to achieve green objectives.

Optimisation and redesign should be considered regarding
three axes: benefits, efforts to take action and resilience of
action.

• Involvement of partners deals with depth of involvement
of all external partners to achieve sustainable goals. This
is key, because all major initiatives go beyond the walls
of the company. Companies interact by competing and
collaborating with many partners.

Criteria

Optimisation

Redesign

Benefits (or savings)

Low to High

Medium to High

Efforts to make the action

Low to High

High

Resilience of action

Low to High

High

•
Follow-up & measurement assesses whether the green
strategy results can be measured and followed, to prove
sustainable benefits.
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Awareness
of potential
benefits &
motivation

•C
 ompliance with regulations: company
only seeks to meet minimum requirements
•C
 ost-cutting is completed with a green
dimension

• Future laws anticipation: foresee future
regulation changes and set up future rules
by anticipation
• Brand image: green actions also aim at
improving the company’s reputation
• Innovation: Green supply chain seen as an
enhancement mean

• Part of a company's raison d'être:
environmental impact is one of the
company’s top priorities
• Opinion leader: regular initiatives are
taken to go further and innovate, external
communication is made
• Green Supply Chain mastered: vision
is shared, resources are flexible,
consequences of green actions are
understood

Dedicated
function &
link to other
functions

•D
 edicated function: dedicated people are
in charge of implementing a green policy
•O
 bjectives are set

• Influential means: financial and
hierarchical power
• Other departments involved: Marketing,
Manufacturing, Finance,….

• Corporate alignment: a common vision
is shared and all functions have green
objectives
• Common commitment: all departments
work green, under the coordination of the
dedicated function

Eco-design

• S ustainable sourcing: purchase ecoconceived products
•P
 ackaging: choose recyclable packaging
and reduce material use

• Manufacturing: during design, take into
account production means to lower waste
and emissions at a minimum level
• Logistics: set up a green logistics network,
both internal and external

• Recycling: prepare product recycling by
choosing components and plan recycling
networks
• Product use: anticipate consumer's use
and adapt products to be greener
• Second life: manage second life logistics &
operations

Involvement
of partners

• S uppliers complying with regulations:
actually control that suppliers comply with
existing laws
•G
 reen distribution network established

• All green suppliers: environmental
selection criteria to get all suppliers work
with a green policy and towards reduction
of a product's environmental footprint

• Recycling management: recycling steps
prepared and green partners chosen
• Synergies with green suppliers: industrial
ecosystems that gather producers,
suppliers, energy, inhabitants, and so on

Follow-up
& measurement

•C
 arbon balance: check company's balance
to ensure law is enforced and progresses
are made
• F requent internal communication about
Sustainable Development to develop
awareness and favour initiatives
•R
 isks are defined and measured (risks for
the environment and for the company if
green actions are not taken)

• Set up green indicators and occasional
update
• Benchmark with competitors
• Clear definition of responsibilities
• An action plan against risks is set up and
implemented

• Follow-up of indicators with integrated
boards and regular reporting in a formal
way
• Dedicated tools to follow the
implementation of a green supply chain
• Implementation of an Environment
Management System for data accuracy
and responsiveness for better decision
making
• Reward systems: awards and bonuses
to go ahead of objectives and propose
improvement ideas
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SC segments

Supply and disposal

Usage of the product

Design

Design future actions which are determined at this step (from tests on prototypes to full product lifecycle)

Purchasing

Procure materials with recycled components or which are
easy to recycle after use

Not applicable

Manufacturing

Manufacture with lower and better consumption, and with
respect to toxic emission regulations

Not applicable

Logistics

Deliver sales points with low impact

Deliver all goods to sales or maintenance points to ensure
stocks of components for product under warranty

Second life

Process logistics and operations to maintain in condition
products in use

Process operations linked to post warranty actions that
require moving, recycling or reusing the used products and
their components

There is no right or wrong decision in launching an
optimisation rather than a redesign initiative. It is more a
matter of urgency, regulation or strategic orientation. For a
new range of products, for instance, a trade-off has to be
made between starting from an existing point or designing
from scratch.

For European companies that operate worldwide, a major
issue is to deal with these regulations as well as carrying
out business with other companies and suppliers that don’t
have to comply with the same regulations. In the worst
cases, some emerging countries have very few regulations
regarding environmental issues.

Reducing a two-level environmental footprint
Actions on segments aim to reduce two different
environmental footprints: supply chain operations and
product usage. Supply chain segments and footprint impacts
are tightly linked in most cases. Here are the main objectives
of each segment.

In the beginning, the European Union Emissions Trading
Scheme (EU ETS) greatly influenced supply chains. Nowadays,
regulation like Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS),
Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) and
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction
of Chemicals (REACH) also influence the supply chain.
Others, like the upcoming standard for measuring transport
emissions CEN/TC 320/WG 10 ‘Energy consumption and GHG
emissions in relation to transport services’ will do the same.
Examples of supply chain-relevant regulations for the waste
framework are given below.

Regulation framework
The European Commission has provided a regulatory
framework with which companies must comply. The
framework is complex because it has evolved rapidly over
the last few years in response to emerging problems and
growing attention from end consumers and opinion leaders.

European Commission
January 2010

Framework Legislation
Waste Framework Dir.
(Dir. 2006/12/EC, formerly 75, 442/
EEC)

Waste Shipment Regulation
(Reg. (EEC) 259/93)

Waste Treatment Operations
Incineration

Recycling

Landfill

89/369 & 429 (MW)
94/67 (HW)
Replaced by 2000/76/EC

EU standards...,
as part of recycling strategy

99/31/EC

Waste Streams

Mining waste
Dir. 2006/21/
EC

Sewage
Sludge
Dir. 86/278/
EEC

Restriction
of hazardous
Substances
Dir. 2002/95EC

Batteries and
accumulators
Dir. 91/157/
EEC & 93/86/
EEC COM
(2003) 723

PCBs
Dir. 96/59/EC

Packaging &
packaging
waste
Dir. 94/62/EC
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End-of-life
vehicles
Dir. 2000/53EC

Waste electric
& electronic
equipment
Dir. 2002/95EC
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European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS)
The European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS), also
known as the European Union Emissions Trading System, is
the largest multinational emissions trading scheme in the
world. It is a major pillar of EU climate policy.

The ELV (End of Life Vehicles) directive defines the conditions
that each European country must set up in order to achieve
reuse, valuation and recycling objectives. Vehicle owners or
manufacturers, depending on the country, must now discard
end-of-life vehicles to a certified operator. Car manufacturers
have also to make efforts in design in order to facilitate
recycling and reduce hazardous materials in new models.

Restriction of hazardous substances: the ROHS directive
This European directive is aimed at manufacturers of
electronics and computer equipment. Equipment which
does not meet the standard can’t be sold within the EU.
However, as the directive applies throughout Europe, it
indirectly affects every major IT group in the world. There are
exceptions to these directives, which are bound by certain
thresholds or periods of time. There are equivalents to the
ROHS directive in some states of the US and in Japan.

REACH
The REACH directive is expected to have a considerable
impact on all market sectors, as it requires users of chemical
substances (manufacturers, distributors, and so on) to
precisely identify them and provide proof of their non-toxicity
in a given product usage.
In the context of the survey, we found that the maturity
of Scandinavian companies in eco-design practices make
them very comfortable with constraining regulations such
as REACH than other European countries (for instance, only
14% think REACH is a constraint). Around 40% of the other
countries surveyed consider that REACH is a constraint for
their activity.

"Regulations can actually be a key factor of success for
companies that have invested seriously in eco-design
processes"
Waste recycling: the WEEE and ELV directives
In Europe, the WEEE directive requires electrical and
electronic equipment waste to be collected and recovered,
giving priority to reusing and recycling materials and
products. This directive therefore requires manufacturers to
set up recovery and recycling channels for their products or
components.

Activities related to chemistry (Chemicals & Pharmaceuticals)
segments and metal construction segments (Metallurgy,
Automotive and Aeronautics/Defence) are by far the most
concerned by REACH:

... among them, those where REACH
could be applied

Companies which know REACH...

... and those where REACH has been or is
being implemented

Chemicals & Pharmaceuticals

91%

71%

69%

Metallurgy

89%

54%

49%

Automotive

86%

53%

49%

Aeronautics/Defence

81%

50%

44%

Construction

77%

23%

15%

Industrial goods

63%

33%

33%

Teleco/Energy/Utilities

53%

26%

24%

Food-processing industry

28%

8%

8%

IT/Electronics

18%

12%

12%

Retail/Specialised distribution

12%

8%

8%

Consumer goods, FMCG

8%

2%

2%

Financial services

0%

0%

0%

Transport

0%

0%

0%

Sample

52%

28,27%

26,38%
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The companies’ perception of REACH is also noted:
As a constraint

32%
25%

Without consequences on your activity

Other
No opinion

“80% of the environmental impact of a product
are determined during the design phase.” German
Environment Agency

38%

As a means to innovate and improve
performances

Critical for your activity (reorganisation...)

Eco-design

When a company’s product development team puts pencil to
paper, it makes a decision about a product’s environmental
impact. That initial research and design phase is the first
and best time to start a product down the path of reduced
environmental impact.

9%
7%
12%

OVERALL, DO YOU CONSIDER THE REACH REGULATION...
(SOURCE BEARINGPOINT, GREEN SUPPLY CHAIN MONITOR, 2010-2011)

The progress made by manufacturers in complying with
these regulations (and others) are regularly scrutinised by
governments and NGOs.

Consumers want green-made products and environmentallysustainable products during its lifetime. Replacing steel parts
of a car with recyclable plastic parts can be a clever option
during the design phase if it significantly reduces the weight
of the car, and therefore the fuel consumption. Indeed, the
environmental impact linked to the use of a product can be
far greater than any impact linked to its manufacturing or
sourcing.
Eco-design aims to minimise the environmental impact
throughout the lifecycle: from raw materials’ sourcing to the
product's end of life. As a consequence, eco-design drives all
the initiatives on each step and is fed by key learning and
technological innovations.

Regulations can actually be a key factor of success for
companies that have seriously invested in eco-design
processes. They can use what they have developed or learnt
from regulations to:
• take advantage of a technological barrier to gain market
share. The more restricting the regulation will be, the
less competitors will be able to compete on the market
impacted by the new rules.

One third (36%) of the companies surveyed claim to have
implemented an eco-design programme over the last three
years. Scandinavia, France, Belgium, the Netherlands and
Luxemburg (Benelux) are more receptive to eco-design than
the GSA zone (Germany, Switzerland and Austria), the United
Kingdom (UK) and Ireland (IE). Sectors traditionally active in
R&D and innovation, for instance, IT and telecommunication
companies, are one step ahead.

• license the green technology to the competitors and other
sectors to directly generate revenues.
•
share technology with other segments in exchange of
other technologies. This can accelerate innovation and
reduce R&D costs.

To reach this objective, the R&D way of thinking is changing.
Firstly, and mainly by focusing on raw materials and
components, R&D is now an opinion leader for various kinds
of green initiatives from cradle to grave.
Scandinavia

57%

Germany, Switzerland, Austria

38%

France Benelux

49%

United Kingdom & Ireland

13%

Sample

38%

COMPANIES HAVING LAUNCHED AN ECO-DESIGN PROGRAMME OVER
THE PAST 3 YEARS
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SECTORS HAVING LAUNCHED AN ECO-DESIGN PROGRAMME OVER THE LAST 3 YEARS
(SOURCE BEARINGPOINT, GREEN SUPPLY CHAIN MONITOR, 2010-2011)

The main decisions to launch eco-design programmes remain
aligned to answers gathered in 2008: compliance issues and
communication matters have forced companies to go down
the eco-design path.

In addition, the dramatic increase of energy and material
prices has contributed to the increase of eco-design as a
key factor of competitiveness for companies. Companies
anticipate material prices and recycling actions in order to
reduce their dependency to materials with unstable prices
and improve their competitiveness. This can only be realised
via a deep integration with purchasing strategy to source the
right vendors and the right components.

In 77% of cases, eco-design is a strong marketing argument
for customers. Environmentally-conscious design has now
become a commercial argument for some categories of
product and has improved the company’s brand image. The
best example is in the car industry, where any technological
initiative aiming at reducing fuel consumption and
pollutants emissions has become the central message of the
advertising for a new model.

Detail by geographical zone outlines differences in decision
criteria for green design. If brand image is the first reason in
Scandinavia, France and Benelux, it appears that compliance
is the main reason in the GSA zone for implementing an ecodesign program. This might be explained by the fact that
the economic weight of chemistry and metallurgy segments
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ECO-DESIGN MOTIVATION: COST SAVINGS VS BRAND IMAGE IMPROVEMENT
(SOURCE BEARINGPOINT, GREEN SUPPLY CHAIN MONITOR, 2010-2011)
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ECO-DESIGN EFFECT ON A PRODUCT LIFECYCLE
(SOURCE BEARINGPOINT, GREEN SUPPLY CHAIN MONITOR, 2010-2011)

is significant in that zone. Therefore, this area is more
concerned by regulations such as REACH.

Substitution and choice of materials
"A predictable increase [in] raw material prices and
sourcing issues with key components has made companies
realise that developing products with higher modularity
and a reduced consumption of raw materials is a wise
option"

Cost savings and brand image improvements remain
the main motivations in implementing an eco-design
programme. While Retail and Pharmaceutical industries
seek cost savings, the Building Industry, Transport and
Defence look for improved brand image first. Automotive and
Household Goods industries are looking for both cost savings
and improved brand image.

The first action in an eco-design approach is to use fewer
polluting materials. Working on sustainable raw materials
for new products also brings competitive advantages.
For instance, a French retailer believes that finding the
one supplier capable of producing an organic, 100%
biodegradable painting is sure to give it a competitive
advantage for sales.

Actions undertaken
"Eco-design targets recycling: 70% of companies that have
adopted an eco- design approach believe they have made
their products easier to recycle"

Avoiding hazardous substances in products helps reduce
processing costs, and using recycled materials generally
leads cost savings. Increased use of recycled cardboards or
polyethylene (PET) can still have supplementary costs, but
enables companies to anticipate future regulations and
improve their image. Happily, costs of new and recycled raw
materials are progressively converging.

Many actions can be launched at the design phase with
various effects among the product lifecycle.
Eco-design is part of a continuous, cyclical improvement
approach. Nevertheless, the survey shows that regardless of
a sector’s level of, eco-design activity, most companies carry
out many eco-design actions anyway.

Those practices should also be viewed from a long-term
perspective as a way of preparing the company to a world
of scarcity. Organising alternative supply channels for key
materials is now a strategic issue for companies depending
on rare resources.
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In parallel, manufacturers must buy in to the green-design
concept and commit to working within the manufacturing
constraints on green-designed products.

Sustainable purchasing
Most of the companies have a green purchasing leader and
most of them have an executive at VP level leading the
programme. Therefore, there is an increasing awareness of
the importance of sustainable sourcing. Almost two thirds
of the companies surveyed are driving their actions under a
green policy, although the results vary from region to region.
Four fifths (80%) of the Nordics and German companies,
against 55% of French and UK enterprises, have launched a
sustainable sourcing initiative.

End consumers create demand for green products. Many
consumers must be educated about environmental attributes
through product labelling and marketing, while others have
let companies know they will only spend money on products
that have been designed with the environment in mind.
Initial conclusions: the future of green design
Eco-design is a tremendous enabler. It may drive product
development, focus consumer attention and improve brand
image.

Regulation remains the main motivation for the Purchasing
department. Companies start to chase the current regulations
and then anticipate new regulations to prevent deterioration
in brand image, claims and over costs.

Companies have to go through different stages for a
successful eco-design initiative.

The second step is to strengthen the management of
environmental risks. Training on certification and eco-labels
allows the purchasing team to be much more efficient when
binding a contract. Dealing with certified suppliers and
labelled products is also a key factor in minimising risks.

1. Answer a real consumer need. Determine what that need
is and how to design a green product to fill that need.
2. 
Establish a horizontal design team of designers,
salespeople, manufacturers, suppliers, and others to
develop design ideas. Keep in mind that resistance to
change can be huge, as you are asking these companies to
change their process, to modify the look and feel of their
products and components and to work with new materials
or equipment.

Regarding products, the most wanted labels are:
• Energy Star
• Is Recycled
• Green Seal
• Green Product
• Is PCW Recycled.

3. Evaluate the options by using lifecycle analyses, cleaner
technologies, substitute assessments, and other tools to
help determine production costs.

Other certifications include:
• Electronic Product Environmental Assessment Tool (EPEAT)
• Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
• FSC certified
• Eco-Logo
• SCS
• Grüner Punkt
• Blauer Engel
• Umweltzeichen nachhaltige Logistik-certified.

4. Find the right certification and label for your product by ecolabel agencies. Many consumers feel more comfortable
with products that meet environmental standards and like
proof that a product meets those standards.
Eco-design has become key in product marketing for both:
•
premium markets having customers ready to pay for
responsible products

Mature sourcing organisations are motivated to add value
in business initiatives and to ensure competitiveness.
When there is good collaboration between companies and
suppliers, it is much easier to see the innovation and ensure
the continuity of supply for critical resources.

•
mainstream markets that now take benefit of the
technologies developed for the premium market.
In the future, eco-design will help to reduce the financial gap
between green products and classic products in order to get
sustainable designs out of a niche premium market.

Actions undertaken
The companies surveyed focus their actions on suppliers by
refining contracts, promoting new charters and conducting
audits on the suppliers’ sites. Few actions are conducted to
optimise internal procurement activities.

"Eco-design is a tremendous enabler"
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When companies were asked whether or not they have a
sustainable sourcing initiative, 76% admitted to having
‘no’ or a ‘poor’ method to measure the success of their
green initiative. In fact, 68% never reported externally
to stakeholders and 56% never reported to institutional
leadership about their sustainable sourcing.

Perform supplier audit
"The survey found that half (51%) of the companies
surveyed did not renew contracts in 2009 with suppliers
who did not respect their green charter"
To ensure reliability of the supplier base, audits are performed
to assess contract compliance and check certification.
However, some companies complain of a lack of standards
to assess and control suppliers in ecological fields.

Surprisingly, reporting implementation is in third place. We
believe that this is because initiatives are more visible when
it comes to sustainability. C-levels trust their purchasing
people, but they also want them to provide solid figures,
so they can feel comfortable when these figures are shown
externally to regulators or stakeholders.

Some prefer to ask for a third party to conduct audits because
of their proven methodology (Veritas, for example), while
others want to internally structure themselves so they can
perform audit on their own.

Review sourcing strategy
Companies have reviewed their sourcing strategy based on a
green risk analysis per commodity. The aim is to assess risks
and put in place action plans to minimise them.

However, we have learned from the interviews that home
made audits are not viewed with confidence, and that there
is a need for standard assessment and independent audits of
third parties.

In the meantime, the trade off between local versus offshore
sourcing is changing. It does not matter whether it is written
on green policy or not; companies want to maintain a
significant volume of spend with local suppliers.

One example to illustrate the trend at leading companies
is Walmart. In 2009, Walmart decided to create a global
eco-rating for suppliers and products. They asked suppliers
to answer 15 key questions to populate the database. The
company then helped create a consortium of universities to
collaborate with suppliers, retailers, NGOs and government
to develop a global database of information on the lifecycle
of products. Walmart has provided the initial funding for the
Sustainability Index Consortium, and invited all retailers and
suppliers to contribute.

"In 2010, 34% of the companies surveyed moved from
global sourcing to near or local shoring sourcing … no
doubt green concern was part of the decision process"
Adapt supplier panel
Supplier score cards now include green criteria. The Sourcing
department has identified green services and qualified
product providers, and selects new providers based on these
criteria.

“It is not our goal to create or own this index,” Walmart
stated. “We want to spur the development of a common
database that will allow the consortium to collect and
analyse the knowledge of the global supply chain. We think
this shared database will generate opportunities to be more
innovative and to improve the sustainability of products and
processes.”

Companies have developed a code of conduct that includes
green ‘rules’, which make things much clearer on what they
look for in a supplier. Leading companies have made it clear
that is the way they do business, and expect their suppliers,
to do business.

Adapt material and service requirements with green criteria
and involve suppliers
Purchasing departments add the appropriate environmental
criteria in the requirements list. Depending on the criticism,
the buyers adapt or balance between cost, quality, lead time
and green criteria.

Another main improvement path is to educate your supply
base. Most large companies have a dedicated corporate social
responsibility (CSR) or sustainability professional in place.
However, small- to medium-sized businesses rarely have the
luxury to dedicate a full-time staff member to learning about
how to operate more sustainably. By sponsoring online
training programmes you can spell out exactly what you are
looking for in a supplier. This helps to raise the bar for the
entire industry, because leading companies are spreading
best practices.

Among the companies surveyed, 65% have introduced
environmental clauses in suppliers’ contracts, and 51% of
them have elaborated a green charter.
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Too often, we have seen language in RFPs that asks for the
most energy-efficient product at the same or lower price
than a traditional alternative. Now when issuing RFPs, many
companies deliberately ask potential suppliers to provide
them with the most environmentally sound product, with
the highest quality, at the lowest price.

Develop and communicate a code of conduct, train suppliers,
and reward the best performers with more of your business
while helping laggards to improve. That's how industry
leaders can use their size and influence so that everyone
benefits.
The purchasing function evolves from regulation application
to risk management and can bring further value thanks to
green projects. The improvement of the environmental rating
(67%) and the brand image (60%) are the most important
benefits according to the companies surveyed.

"Implementing clauses in contracts is not enough: they
must be associated to the relevant claim process and
applied when required"
The green sourcing process is more effective when
suppliers are directly involved at the early stage. Suppliers’
involvement in green sourcing initiatives is often built around
joint new product developments. It also enables both parties
to improve their environmental performance.

Green initiatives are another opportunity to strengthen links
with other functions. Marketing, R&D and Manufacturing
share common green objectives and the sourcing function
has a key role as a main contact point with suppliers.
Green manufacturing

Finally, a key point is to reward good behaviour. Keep tabs
on your suppliers, either by encouraging them to respond to
the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) or through other audit
mechanisms. Companies will see which suppliers have made
a commitment to operating more sustainably.

Manufacturing has evolved considerably throughout the
last century. It is interesting to see how key transitions have
been handled by companies within the sector. Today, we
are moving from mass customisation and personalisation to
sustainable productions.

Initial conclusions: the future of sustainable purchasing
We have already promoted the collaborative approach and
will continue to do so. When suppliers don't measure up
in terms of their commitment to sustainability, rather than
threatening to walk away from them, companies should
invest the time to be clear about how they want to do
business and work with them to help them meet companies’
expectations.

The main motivation of green manufacturing is to comply
with new environmental regulations on harmful emissions,
consumption of toxic products and production of waste. This
is very important, as companies that do not respect the law
face potential fines and customers’ anger.

Aeronautics/Defence

Use Phase
Resource Intensity

Transport

Automotive
Chemicals

Industrial goods

IT/Electronics
Pharmaceuticals
Telecommunications

Construction

Manufacturing
Resource Intensity
USE PHASE VS MANUFACTURING
(SOURCE BEARINGPOINT, GREEN SUPPLY CHAIN MONITOR, 2010-2011)
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There are two elements to consider in green manufacturing:
the environmental impact of both its production and when the
final product is in use. For example, for a car manufacturer,
20% of the impact of a typical car came from manufacturing,
while 80% is due to the use of the car in itself. On the other
hand, building industries will impact on the environment at
90% during the construction phase.

Actions undertaken
Reducing and improving energy consumption
Companies have many ways to reduce their operating costs
and any form of waste. For instance, they can use numerous
lean manufacturing and related tools (such as 5S, Kaizen,
Single-Minute Exchange of Die (SMED), 6 Sigma, and so on).
Indirectly, they can also look at minimising over-production,
changing transport times and methods, reducing stocks,
rework or scrap.

The foundations for green manufacturing are based on three
main elements:
A — Materials, B — Energies and C — Technology.
Apart from complying with regulation, we foresee the
following motivations for improvement under the green
manufacturing triangle ABC.

Over-production and rework/scrap result in the overconsumption of materials and energy, not to mention
the large volume of waste and associated emissions. For
example, Boeing is buying the highest grades of carbon fibres
available, which can cost up to US$50/lb as virgin materials.
The majority of these volumes end up in scrap. The buy-to-fly
ratio for materials is less than 33%, meaning that two thirds
end up as production waste.

1. Reduce energy consumption by better understanding and
anticipating requirements.
2. 
Improve material efficiency by reshaping material
quantities to manufacturers and optimising manufacturing
processes.

Improve material efficiency
Improving efficiency can be done at various levels: factory,
machine and process.

3. 
Improve energy consumption by optimising energy
efficiency and doing more with the same input quantities.

At factory level, the strategy will be to ‘load balance’ over
line and system or over plants, and to optimise resources and
consumables.

4. Evaluate waste and develop new profits (and potentially,
new markets).

2
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C Technology
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GREEN DESIGN EFFECT ON PRODUCT LIFECYCLE
(SOURCE BEARINGPOINT, GREEN SUPPLY CHAIN MONITOR, 2010-2011)
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At machine level, actions will focus on embedding the
minimum energy, materials and resources while ensuring
high performance levels, finding alternative energy sources
for operation and improving energy storage/recovery
capability.

Re-shoring your facilities
There is now a trend for more and more companies to bring
back their offshore operations into their local context. This
‘re-shoring’ phenomena has several drivers:
• Shipping costs in 2008 increased dramatically. They fell
at the beginning of the global economic crisis, but after
adapting capacities, are now back to a high level in 2010.

At process level, the manufacturing team will take care of
minimum energy machining, raise machines to high speeds
and optimise the tool path for high productivity.

• Wages in China are increasing.

New manufacturing equipment is generally faster, saves
materials and energy, and is greener: both carbon footprint
and costs are impacted. One quarter (24%) of the companies
surveyed say they have made sustainable investments by
directly modifying their means of production.

• Quality issues — some companies had to go through, or
have experienced, various quality issues, such as material
quality control, weak production management and
assembly mistakes.
• Decreased inventory costs — shorter transportation times
reduce the amount of stock in transit.

New technologies enable new manufacturing techniques.
For example, rather than being forged, camshafts can be
formed of hollow rings friction-welded together and shaped
by hydro-forming. This results in a reduction of part weight
of 50% (and manufacturing cost of 15%).

• Better protection of intellectual property (IP) — since IP
laws in other countries are different or less stringent than
the ones here in Europe, this has been a main concern for
lots of hi-tech firms.

New profits from waste and emission trading
Waste and emissions were seen as an inevitable cost of
doing business, but nowadays, companies consider waste
management as a new business opportunity. Actually, the
scraps and waste of one firm can become the valuable raw
material input of another.

• Improved response times to meeting customer demands —
flexibility might be one of the biggest ways of beating your
competition, by having the right product at the right time
for your customer.
Also, consumers are now looking for products with fewer
‘miles’. The trend started with fruits and vegetables, when
customers rejected food grown on the other side of the world
to favour close-produced produce which had had less impact
on the environment in transportation terms. This trend is
now extending to manufactured goods.

There is a new way to ‘mine’ waste streams that extract
valuable components from dumpsters and landfills and put
them back into the market. Electronics scraps, for example,
contain significantly more copper and precious metal per ton
than the ore from which these metals are typically mined. In
term of energy saving, the results of recycling waste versus
using new raw materials are amazing: 92% for aluminium,
90% for copper, 87% for plastic, 56% for iron and steel and
68% for paper.

Initial conclusions: the future of green manufacturing
First, companies change processes to reduce energy and raw
materials consumption. Then, they optimise their existing
infrastructure and equipment. Lastly, they integrate the
production infrastructures into the local environment (this is
particularly common in Nordic countries).

On top of that, waste treatment can produce energy. Both
from burning it and from capturing the methane released
when garbage rots, it also reduces greenhouse gases, since
methane has 56 times the global warming potential of
carbon.

Energy, green manufacturing and related issues are big
opportunities for manufacturing industries. They can create:
• new products/services/market leadership
• better overall performance
• more competitiveness and risk reduction
• advantages in the growing regulatory environment.

“Each year, waste management produces enough
energy from waste to power about a million homes.”
European Office Data
The companies surveyed report that they have recently
developed projects of setting up closed-loop recycling and
more advanced projects to set-up, for instance, their own
water treatment plant or even biomass plants.
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Green logistics

long distance are assigned to fuel costs, which are now
almost on the same level as the labour costs.

"For logistics matters, classic optimisation methods and
tools are the source of the first ‘green’ benefits"

There are also regulations to consider. Road fees are now
responsible on long distance journeys for around 7% of all
costs running a truck.

In the past, increases in costs drove the need for logistics
optimisation.

E-commerce is still growing. The transported goods structure
will change further as e-commerce pushes products, in small
quantities, that will generally be sent in via express delivery.
In addition, peaks will occur more often; flexibility will
become a critical factor. The network will move from being
static to dynamic.

Optimisation will become more complex and dynamic, as
not only transport occurs on demand, but also the logistics
infrastructure like distribution centres will be switched on
and off according to demand.
Nowadays, new technologies can go a step further regarding
new transport opportunities. Clean vehicles like electric
cars propose new transportation means that open various
opportunities for companies, either financially or for
communication and brand image.

Actions undertaken
Optimisation of the transportation and logistics network
Redesigning the transportation and logistics network is the
most historic, popular and intuitive activity area for green
action. Overhauling the organisation of logistics rationalises
transport and, ultimately, reduces greenhouse gas emissions
by optimising both vehicle load factors and road mileage.
Networks have to become more flexible.

The main issues are currently at the transport nodes of the
logistics network: creating and building intelligent hubs
which are both efficient and which predict future changes in
transportation needs is going to be the challenge for the next
few years. Links between ships and trucks are well known
and used, but the ones between rail and road or even from
rail to ship are far from being used and efficient enough:
evolutions are expected in these areas.

Various models can achieve an improved logistics network.
They have to take into account the clients’ location, changes
in requirements, regulations and restrictions and changes in
transport priorities.
Setting up a collaborative approach: pooling
Collaborating with other logistic partners and sharing
logistics resources are the other main measures taken by
more than 37% of the companies surveyed in order to reduce
their environmental footprint.

The transport of goods increased by 30% between 1995
and 2005. Nowadays, road traffic is responsible for 19%1of
all greenhouse gases in Europe, of which 5% is due to the
transportation of goods. The interviews with major truck
manufacturers and logistics providers found that the long
distance truck is assumed to run with diesel and minor with
a hybrid engine. For urban distribution, trucks are assumed
to be powered by hybrid or batteries.

Pooling improves trucks’ fill rate. For instance, it makes sense
for companies that produce heavy products to collaborate
with companies that make light products, and combine both
in the same trucks.

At the moment, it seems that the increasing use of road
transportation for goods will be largely responsible for the
high carbon emissions of companies. For example, Germany
will fail to reach its carbon reduction goals for traffic until
2020.

We can expect a significant increase of collaboration
activities driven by green motivations.
Use less polluting transport modes
Swapping to less polluting modes of transport is a logical
way to reduce transport-related emissions. It’s no surprise
that 37% of the companies we surveyed proceed this way
to improve their environmental impact. Currently 95% of
transport energy comes from fossil fuels.

Fuel and energy costs are also rising. For example, from 2000
to the end of 2010, diesel fuel prices in Germany increased
by 70%. In 2010, around 27%2 of all costs in running a truck

Quite recently, new energy resources have been used in
transport. Technology maturity and government incentives
are now sufficient for electric and hybrid cars to be
competitive, and their quick development is forecasted.

1 European Environment Agency, Annual European Union greenhouse gas inventory 1990—2008 and inventory report 2010, EU15
for the year 2008, p.184
2 Bundesverband Güterkraftverkehr Logistik und Entsorgung
(BGL) e.V, Kostenentwicklung im Güterkraftverkehr
Kostenart von Januar 2009 bis Januar 2010 — Einsatz im Fernbereich (national)

Although combined transport has long been used in longhaul transport, some companies can now see the benefits it
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can offer over shorter distances, particularly in urban areas,
in order to overcome congestion and traffic restrictions.
For instance, a French retailer that we interviewed uses
transport by sea, inland waters, train and green trucks to get
its products from suppliers to the stores.

As oil prices are very volatile and supplies are predicted to
fall in the long run, transporting goods by rail is a more
competitive solution for companies. French railways
operator, SNCF, for example, wants to increase their focus
on cargo transportation.

Focus on rail use

We learned that retailer and consumer industries are
particularly keen to intensify their rail usage. For example,
one retailer would like to link their regional distribution
centres with their central distribution centres.

"Rail network isn’t seen as being flexible or developed
enough, requiring heavy logistics readjustments for
companies"

‘Last mile’ logistics
‘Last mile’ logistics is the name used to designate the
last transport means used to convey the product to final
customers.

Train is less polluting, especially for longer distances and
greater weights. However, the share of rail is low in product
transportation: it represents less than 5% of transportation
types for 72% of the companies surveyed. Only 14% of them
plan to increase rail use over the forthcoming years.

It is the most visible part of a company’s logistics system
to customers. For example, delivering a product with an
old, oil-leaking, black-smoking truck may not be the best
advertisement for your company!

Initiatives are being launched to maximise rail potential.
An interview with the European railway actor Deutsche
Bahn enlightened us about the current situation of railway
and expectations for the future. They expect an increased
demand for green rail travel, as new customers will favour
green products and accept that they’ll need to spend more
to get them.

Electrical vehicles, on the other hand, can get along with
ordinary traffic, deliver without generating traffic jams
because they are smaller than traditional trucks, limit noise
pollution and reduce the cost of the last mile. The remaining
challenge is to reload their batteries. This is easily possible,
as trucks are not delivering 24 hours a day.

DB is making efforts to have more ecological rail services. It
plans to reduce CO2 emissions by 20% by 2020. It hope to do
this be increasing efficiency and using a change of energy
mix with 30% of renewable energy.

These trends affect the way warehousing and hubs are
designed. Increasingly, distribution or dispatching hubs are
being built outside cities. They enable companies to swap
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57%
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"Our business doesn't justify it"
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WHAT ARE THE REASONS WHY YOUR ORGANISATION DOESN’T USE OR RARELY USES RAIL TRANSPORTATION?
(SOURCE BEARINGPOINT, GREEN SUPPLY CHAIN MONITOR, 2010-2011)
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from long-range transportation means to last mile logistics.
The hubs can also be used as energy reloading centres for
electrical vehicles.

Implementation of an ISO 14 000 approach

59%

Joining a green organisation in charge of
recycling

57%
46%

Set-up of a reverse logistics structure

The future of green logistics
The main noticeable effects of the green actions already
undertaken are a reduction in fuel consumption and an
improvement in trucks’ fill rate. Fuel consumption can be
reduced by up to 15% by aerodynamic improvements like
teardrop design and spoilers. Another 3% could be achieved
by using low-resistance tyres. On average, 5% can be
achieved by driver trainings. The use of telematics means
adds another reduction of 10%3. Another approach might
the deceleration of logistics. In the past, this could have
been slow steaming of goods using shipping transport.

Outsourcing of reverse logistics
None

22%

Other 4%

IN TERMS OF PRODUCT LIFE MANAGEMENT,
WHAT ACTIONS HAVE YOU IMPLEMENTED?
(SOURCE BEARINGPOINT, GREEN SUPPLY CHAIN MONITOR, 2010-2011)

The decision to establish a second life logistics and operations
management structure depends, among other things, on the
nature of the products, the market sector and the associated
regulations. As a result of the European WEEE directive,
for example, the electronics/IT sector is one of the market
sectors most heavily involved in reverse logistics.

Two thirds (66%) of the companies surveyed had started to
optimise their logistics network. However, reorganising the
whole logistics network is a complex task. It’s important
to find the right balance and mix between economic vs.
ecological optimisation.
We recommend a technological watch within companies
to monitor the logistics situation and suggest ideas for
improvement which make both business and environmental
sense. It can be conducted either by existing teams or
by a dedicated entity that would send new ideas to the
appropriate departments in the company.

The possibility of recovering these products in order to reuse
them or use the materials may settle a revenue growth
opportunity. The European ELV directive had a similar effect
on the automotive industry, which must now organise a
recycling and business development network.
Structure second life logistics and operations with
organisational logic
Companies need to structure their reverse chain with
organisational logic. This includes the level of control,
network design, outsourcing and primary locations of repair
functions.

Second life logistics and operations
Second life logistics and operation management is about
how a company takes care of its products after delivery to
customers. Activities include collection, sorting, processing,
reconditioning and recycling.

Efficient managing in-house and vendor activities ask for
dedicated resources. Because forward logistics always get
priority over reverse logistics, companies should have a
dedicated reverse logistics entity in place.

The degree of complexity and the associated difficulties
can deter companies who were considering second life
management. Companies regard the whole reverse logistics
chain as complex, because various intermediaries are likely
to be involved at each stage.

Outsourcing is a primary feature of the structure of a second
life chain. We observe that the main reasons for outsourcing
of reverse logistics activities are: focusing primarily on the
core business, or relying on the technology and specialisation
of third parties to manage risk and control along the reverse
chain.

The complexity of these processes depends on the type of
products involved:
• The number of components and materials used in the
design of a product may necessitate the involvement of
several recovery and recycling channels. Intermediaries
are required to manage the distribution of the different
components to the appropriate channels.

The evolution from complete functional independence within
each company in the second life chain to a truly integrated
reverse chain is still not the focus point. Whatever the action
performed in the reverse chain, it must be initiated during
the eco-design phases in two steps:
• Recyclable materials must be chosen to build the product.

• The amount of necessary processing before the product or
its components can be reused.

3

35%

Shell freight Vehicle Study 2010, page 50-51
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• The design of the product must be done in a way that
doesn’t use many materials that are difficult to recycle,
and where the dismantling of the products is facilitated.

Out of the companies that have set up second life
management processes, 57% are part of an organisation
in charge of collecting and recycling disposed products and
46% of them have set up a reverse logistics structure.

For these models, companies have to promote and reward
the effort that needs to be made by the consumer. For
instance, they can give a financial incentive to customers
that bring back their old packaging. Such a system already
exists in Germany, where regulation means customers can
recover some money if they bring back their empty bottles to
a collection point in-store.

In firms where products are expensive or there is a high
return rate, much more effort has been spent in improving
return processes. The auto parts industry is a good example.
"The main obstacle for producers to set up recycling
actions is mobilising the final consumer, and the cost to
manage it. Does it have to be supported by the producer,
the distributor or the consumers?"

Strengthen control and minimise risks
A first critical factor in making flows manageable and
profitable is efficient gate keeping. Screening products at the
entry point of the reverse pipeline can significantly reduce
return rates, improve the customer experience and greatly
reduce the number of credit notes.

The survey found that overall, one third (32%) of companies
collect more than 25% of their products for recycling/
disposal.
Initial conclusions: the future of green second life
Changing expectations, and the consumer demand for
easily-recycled products, are forcing companies to establish
new procedures and, in particular, new networks, to
accommodate these priorities.

Developing end-to-end process solutions and programmes is
necessary to integrate reverse logistics with general business
practices. It is essential to incorporate all related business
and financial connections to reverse logistics in order to
compare business practices.

"Second life is tightly linked to eco-design…it is a new
growth opportunity"

Harmonise and standardise guidelines and policies allow
to reduce risk and align processes. Companies focus on
standardising and harmonising warranty conditions, service
levels and take-back policies and guidelines.

Second life is tightly linked to eco-design. A perfect ecodesign would plan from a product’s birth how it is going to
be dismantled, recycled, and through which channels.

Measuring and managing the true performance of reverse
logistics is very hard. Two types of indicators should be
implemented: for an internal business perspective (non-fault
found rate and average return cycle time) and for customer
perspective (the average customer cycle time).

Second life management is a new growth opportunity.
Nevertheless, the complexity of the management and the
lack of visibility slows down the initiatives. Actually, the
difficulty to predict the exact number and the schedule of
returns makes any ROI calculation complex.

Manage reverse flows differently from forward flows
Reverse logistics is the process of planning, implementing,
and controlling the flow of finished goods from the point
of consumption to the point of origin for the purpose of
recapturing value or proper disposal.

In order to reduce costs and risks, companies are organising
themselves through joint ventures with partners and
competitors to set up collection and recycling networks. This
kind of strategy enables the sharing of costs linked to a new
external constraint like a regulation such as WEEE or ELV.

Operations

Products

Packaging

End of life

• Stock balancing returns
• Marketing returns
• End-of-life or season
• Transit damage

• Trading against a new product
• Defective or unwanted products
• Warranty returns
• Recalls
• Environmental disposal issues

• Reusable totes
• Multi-trip packaging
• Recycling
• Disposal requirements

• Reuse
• Recycling
• Disposal restriction

SOURCE OF REVERSE LOGISTICS
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For example, ELV implementation has led some European car
manufacturers to set up their own dismantling and recycling
companies in partnership with utilities.

We also asked the companies why they wanted to calculate
a carbon footprint:

"Three fifths (60%) of companies have not yet assessed
their carbon footprint — but 37% intend to catch up
within the next three years, so that in 2012 more than
70% will have a carbon footprint"

3%
37%
60%

Yes
No
No opinion

CARBON FOOTPRINT
The Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHG Protocol) is the most
widely-used international accounting tool for government
and business leaders to understand, quantify, and manage
greenhouse gas emissions in order to tackle climate change.

HAVE YOU ASSESSED THE CARBON FOOTPRINT
OF YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN?

The GHG Protocol consists of two modules:
• Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standards.
• Project Accounting Protocol and Guidelines.

7%

Carbon footprint represents much more than just a tool
to measure CO2 emissions of supply chain operations. It
stresses the actions to be launched to control environmental
impact and optimise operational costs. Four fifths (80%)
of the companies who calculated their carbon footprint
found concrete improvements, notably to reduce resources
consumption and reduce waste.

15%
13%

48%

9%
8%

In less than a year
Between 1 and 2 years
Between 2 and 3 years
More than 3 years
I don't intend to
have one
No opinion

ARE YOU CONSIDERING IT IN THE FUTURE?
(FOR THOSE WHO HAVE NOT ASSESSED THEIR CARBON FOOTPRINT)
Assess greenhouse gas emissions in order to reduce them

33%

Anticipate upcoming regulations

12%

Reduce environmental impact of products

11%

Improve brand image

11%

Respond to peer pressure (competitors, customers)

6%

Assess the dependency on fossil fuels

5%

Inform consumers on environmental impact of
consumed products
Other

4%

8%
12%
80%

Yes
No
No opinion

18%

No opinion 2%

WHAT WAS THE MAIN OBJECTIVE OF THE CARBON FOOTPRINT
ASSESSMENT?

HAS IT ENABLED YOUR ORGANISATION TO IDENTIFY AREAS
FOR IMPROVEMENT IN TERMS OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT?
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Reducing gas emissions is the main objective. But companies
seek other benefits: anticipation of upcoming regulations,
reduction of product environmental impact and brand image
improvement.

• Companies that evaluate their carbon footprint generally
do it yearly.
In our study we noticed strong differences between countries.

A carbon footprint helps the companies to identify areas for
improvement, so that they concentrate their efforts on the
most attractive areas. A carbon footprint assessment is used
as a tool to follow progresses and install a green policy in
the long run.

Scandinavia

54%

France Benelux

43%

United Kingdom & Ireland

36%

Germany, Switzerland, Austria (GSA)

27%

Sample

37%

Any company that wishes to establish a comprehensive
climate strategy and measure progress must have relevant
and reliable information reflecting the carbon usage
throughout its business operations and supply chain.

COMPANIES DOING A CARBON FOOTPRINT...

Scope, areas and activities covered by assessments
More than 50% of companies have set up a carbon footprint
covering all sites and all activities, which is quite impressive.
On the other hand, only 4% have calculated a product’s
carbon footprint (PCF).

Germany, Switzerland, Austria (GSA)

88%

United Kingdom & Ireland

84%

Scandinavia

82%

France Benelux

45%

Sample

71%

... AMONG THEM, THOSE DOING IT AT LEAST ONCE A YEAR

4%
4%
8%
52%
32%

All of your sites or
activities
A limited number of
your sites or activities
On site or activity
(good and/or service)
Product carbon footprint
No opinion

WHAT WAS THE SCOPE OF THE ASSESSMENT?
(SOURCE BEARINGPOINT, GREEN SUPPLY CHAIN MONITOR, 2010-2011)

United Kingdom & Ireland

39%

France Benelux

31%

Scandinavia

30%

Germany, Switzerland, Austria (GSA)

15%

Sample

71%

... AMONG THEM, THOSE DOING IT AT LEAST ONCE A YEAR

Refusing to engage with carbon assessment is a surprising
trend in GSA countries, since they consider themselves as
mature in term of green supply chain.

Here are the fields covered by the assessment made:
•
Carbon footprint assessments have widened in scope.
As companies mature, they include more parts into the
calculations: for instance, calculating the carbon footprint
of bought components or integrating manufacturing and
transportation figures.

The overview by sector shows that Aeronautics and Defence
are very conscientious about carbon calculation in terms of
the number of companies that perform it and also in their
assiduity in the long term.

"Scandinavian companies are leaders for the measure of
carbon footprint, and English ones are the most motivated
to catch up. Only 27% of companies in Germany,
Switzerland and Austria have measured their carbon
footprint, and are not very willing to do it in the near
future"
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Companies doing a carbon footprint…

... among them, those doing it at least once a year

Aeronautics/Defence

56%

67%

Teleco/Energy/Utilities

45%

79%

Food-processing industry

44%

55%

Construction

42%

45%

Automotive

42%

82%

Transport

41%

71%

Chemicals & Pharmaceuticals

40%

74%

Industrial goods

36%

55%

Retail/Specialised distribution

35%

60%

Consumer goods, FMCG

33%

52%

Metallurgy

30%

60%

IT/Electronics

29%

40%

Sample

92%

33%

Improvement axes

Initial conclusions: carbon accounting follows carbon
footprint

"Product carbon footprint (PCF) to be used as unique
selling proposition (USP)"

Accurate environmental information is becoming more and
more important for external communication.

We have learned that most of the companies are sceptical
about PCF, but some did express a strong interest to
use the PCF as a USP. For example, a German household
manufacturer is going to use the PCF to prove the advantage
of paper against permanent filters.

Carbon accounting is a mandatory start point to build new
tools to reduce emissions. It helps to acknowledge where the
most polluting spots are, and what fields must be favoured
in the fight against pollution.
The companies surveyed plan to, firstly, invest in green
technologies and take advantage of regulations to minimise
their environmental footprint. Secondly, they expect to
assess their environmental footprint, in house and at supplier
side, and regularly revise their supply chain network.

Actions efficiency
Reduced energy bill and lower packaging/recycling costs are
the key areas where benefits occur:

47%

Reduction of energy bill
Reduction of packaging/recycling costs

30%

Reduction of logistics and distribution costs
Decrease of non-compliance cases

21%

23%

22%

18%

Reduction of production costs

14%

Reduction of procurement/supply costs

14%

Increase in turnover/market share

24%

11%

16%

19%

14%

23%
25%

15%

15%
11%

12%

14%

22%

6%

22%

23%

28%

21%

13%

10%
18%
18%

27%
26%
21%

39%

Other 3%4%
1%

92%

IN WHICH AREAS DID THESE BENEFITS OCCUR?
(SOURCE BEARINGPOINT, GREEN SUPPLY CHAIN MONITOR, 2010-2011)
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18%

Totally agree
Somewhat agree
Somewhat disagree
Totally disagree
No opinion
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CONCRETE PATHS TO ACTION

The remaining actions are to launch an eco-design
programme, rationalise the supplier portfolio on green
criteria and settle their carbon accounting. Furthermore,
companies intend to enhance their green activities beyond
logistics. This includes approaches like green concepts for
employees to come to work and carrying out carbon neutral
or green business trips. Others now try to influence how
often or how much the consumer using the products, as
in some areas over 90% of energy is consumed while the
product is in use.

"Leaders in green supply chain don’t succeed in
sustainable initiatives by chance….they knew early on
how to address the various issues of GSR and find answers
for them"
Here is a concrete checklist of what can be performed by
companies willing to move green initiatives forward or to
manage transition in their green actions plan.

The main challenge will be to turn environmental constraints
into competitive advantages.

Beyond the carbon footprint
Calculating the carbon footprint of your supply chain is
the starting point. Two elements have to be kept in mind:
emissions reductions potential and efforts to obtain them.

Collaboration, sharing and openness as new vectors of
competitiveness
In the past, operations had to deal with globalisation and a
growing complexity of the supply chain while meeting the
cost optimisation requirements of shareholders. Today, a
new challenge arises: succeeding in implementing a green
supply chain which has new values:
• Collaboration through the design of industrial ecosystems
that reduce waste, using by-products from the ‘neighbour’
in manufacturing processes, bundling modes of transport,
or using shared warehouses.

Leading companies go further by evaluating a wider
footprint, which takes into account all greenhouse gases:
CO, CO2, NO, NO2, SO2 and so on, and their total industrial
toxic waste. This anticipates the upcoming laws and makes
shrewd economic and image sense.
Evaluate the maturity of your supply chain
The maturity of your green supply chain enables you to
compare yourself to your competitors, and can be a starting
point to a strategic change.

•
Sharing through platforms of patents sharing and
manufacturing methods that reduce research and
development costs as well as the environmental footprint
of the company.

Ratings and sustainability reports might be a good starting
point for a first self-assessment. Evaluate how the described
activities could be applied in your company.

• Openness to new modes of product development and to
new sources of supply. The choice of raw materials and
primary components will constitute one of the predominant
elements in the environmental impact of a product.

Get the most out of the collaboration with suppliers
An eco-design approach could help you modify your supplier
portfolio and the way you collaborate with them. Look for
the good ideas in your upstream market to put them into use
in your own company.
As an alternative, ‘coach and assess’ your key suppliers with
an environmental score card. Any reduction in raw material
consumption potentially means cheaper purchase prices. It
also enables better-managed risks. ‘Win-win’ strategies do
exist in supply chain!
Become a leading green player in your industry
Norms, regulations and intervention levels of countries
in Europe about supply chain are not harmonised yet.
Participating and being active in the influential groups of
your sector could help you anticipate future environmental
standards for your activity. Isn’t this the mark of leaders?
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Federate green forces in your company
Leaders in green supply chain don’t succeed in sustainable
initiatives by chance. They knew really early on how to
organise themselves to address the various issues of green
supply chain and find suitable answers for each of them.
An internal structure dedicated to capitalise on initiatives
and structure actions is essential.
"Will you be the leader [in GSC] in your industry?"
Drive second life logistics and operations
After the optimisation of your upstream and downstream
supply chain, prepare to pilot the second life of your products.
A company that masters the recycling chain of its products
can get two major benefits out of it: various feedbacks on
the product, and new development opportunities. Some
companies even have a share in the repairing of their
products, or in the secondhand market. While the automotive
industry already integrated such practices long time ago,
new sectors such as the consumer goods market are now
taking over. Will you be the opinion leader in your industry?
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